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These were 
designed to be knit 
from the toe to use 
up a whole ball of 
scrap yarn. They 
feature my favorite 
technique: side-to-
side strip knitting, 
as well as a round 
toe, and a little cup 
added to an 
otherwise shortrow 
heel. All of these 
features fit my 
particular foot, and I 
knit variations of 
this all the time, with 
any yarn and 
needle, fitting it to 
my foot as I go 
along.

Sock Yarn
Set of 5 (2.25 mm Doublepoint Needles/Pins
Gauge: 9.5 stitches per inch.
The numbers in this pattern are for 64 stitch 
sock with a 9" circumference and 9" length.

I use this Round Toe method, reversed from 
Ursula Von Wartburg's The Workshop Book 
of Knitting. You'll see how it progresses; the 
number of stitches between increases equal 
the number of rounds between increase 
rounds. Increase until you have the number 
of stitches you need for your gauge or your 
pattern. I've tweaked it to make a rounder 
toe. Use your own favorite.

This is a fun start to try, or make the usual 
beginning described on Round 1. Make a 
single loop of yarn. With a knitting needle pull 
up a loop from within the loop, yarnover (yo) , pull up another loop (3 stitches on needle.) Add a 
needle, yo, pull up a loop, yo. (3 stitches on second needle.) Add a third needle, pull up a loop, 
yo, pull up a loop. (9 stitches, three each needle.) Make certain to knit through the leading legs 
to avoid twisted stitches. After a few more rounds pull the loose thread to tighten the hole.



Toe
Round 1: Cast on 9 stitches, knit 1 row, join into a round on three double pointed needles.
R 2 & 3: Knit two rounds.
R 4: Increase every stitch. (Kf&b = knit front 
and back) (18)
R 5 & 6: Knit all.
R 7: *Inc 1, K1... (27, 9 per pin)
R 8 & 9: Knit 2 rounds.
R 10: *Inc 1, K2... (36, 12 per pin)
R 11, 12, 13: Knit 3 rounds.
R 14: *Inc 1, K3... (45, 15 per pin)
R 15, 16, 17: Knit 3 rounds.
R 18: *Inc 1, K4... (54, 18 per pin)
R 19, 20, 21, 22: Knit 4 rounds.
R 23: *Inc, K5... (63, 21 per pin.)
Inc 1 st and stop here for 64 st sock.
R 24, 25, 26, 27, 28: Knit 5 rounds.
R 29: *Inc, K6... (72, 24 per pin)

Color Notes for Green/Brown Long Sock
(Lower photo on first page.)
Using white yarn and start of choice increase to 20 stitches, then increase 4 stitches each round 
until there are 64 stitches. 
With black yarn, knit two rounds.
With white yarn, knit 1 round.
With main color mix of browns and greens, knit 35 rounds.
With accent brown color, knit 6 rounds.
With main color knit two rounds.
Now the sock measures 5 inches from the beginning of the toe, or 47 rounds and 3.5 inches not 
including the toe.

Side Gussets Start the gussets about an inch before 
the spot where the top of the foot meets the ankle.
Position 64 stitches on four pins: 20 st on top pin, 
12 st each side pin, 20 st on heel pin for a 64 stitch 
circumference. 

Increase round on four needles: 
Knit top needle 20 stitches.
Increase with a Lifted Increase (abbreviated as Up 1) 
by knitting into the stitch below first stitch on the side 
needle (on left side of top needle.) Finish 12 stitches on this needle. (13)
Knit the bottom 20 stitches.
Knit the right side 12 stitches and Up 1 into the last stitch on this needle. (13)
Round 2: Knit the next round plain.
Alternate the last two rounds.
There are a total of 7 increase rounds in 14 rounds. There should be 14 total stitches increased, 
7 on each side, with 19 stitches on each side pin.
Knit two rounds plain. Place a marker in the first stitch in the beginning of the top needle.

Not 64 stitches?
For a different number of 

stitches put 1/3 stitches on the 
top pin, 1/3 stitches on the 
bottom/heel pin. Divide the 

remaining stitches by two; place 
half on the right side pin and 

half on the left side pin.



Color Notes for Short Tennis-length Scrap Sock:
(Upper photo on first page.)
With white yarn, knit a 25 stitch round toe.
With a contrast color (I used the remains of Kroy Blue 
Ragg sock yarn), knit 21 rounds.
With white yarn, rib (knit 1, purl one) 17 rounds. 

Underside Gussets 
Short Tennis-length Scrap Sock
For a cleaner looking sock, gusset increases can be 
made on the underside of the sock. (Photo upper 
right.) On round 18 of ribbing increase two stitches in the center stitch on the bottom of the foot 
to maintain the K1 P1 pattern. Method: make a Double Lifted Increase by knitting into the stitch 
below the center stitch. Knit the center stitch. Make another lifted increase by knitting into the 
stitch below the center stitch again. The two increased stitches will be purled in the next round. 
(Follow the light green yarn in the drawing right.) 

Continue the gusset by increasing two stitches in 
every other round until there are 14 total stitches 
increased. (Use your preferred method.) To make a 
triangular shape, make one increase on the right side 
of the increase in the previous round, and one 
increase on left side of the increase in the previous 
round. This is easier done than said.
Then, move enough stitches evenly to the side 
needles so the heel pin has 20 stitches again.

Color Notes Short Tennis-length Scrap Sock
Tie on an olive or (other contrast color) yarn. Knit 
alternating 4 row olive and white stripes in plain stockinette on heel and side pins for the rest of 
the sock. Use white yarn for the ribbing.

Heel
Knit two rounds in ribbing. Finish knitting the 19 stitch side needle. Stop just before the marker 
placed at the end of the gusset section. (The 20 stitches on the top needle will not be knitted 
until the heel is done.) 

Begin knitting back and forth in rows instead of rounds.

Turn to the wrong side. Slip the first stitch purlwise. Purl across three pins: side, bottom and the 
other side. 
Turn to the right side and slip the first stitch. Knit across the side, heel and side needles, but do 
not knit the last stitch on the last side needle. Leave it unworked. 

(You have the option of using any short row method for these unworked side stitches -- wrap 
and turn, jojo/doubled, or for a lacy look simply turn and give a tug when slipping the first stitch.)



On the next two rows, leave the second-to-last stitches unworked like this: Turn to the wrong 
side, slip the first stitch and purl across three needles again, but do not purl the second to last 
stitch, leave it unworked. Turn to the right side, slip the first stitch, knit across three needles, 
leaving the second to last stitch unworked.

On the next two rows leave the third-to-last stitches unworked.
Continue like this, working one less stitch at the end of each row, until each side needle has 12 
unworked stitches and 7 remaining plain stitches. The unworked stitches are closest to the top 
needle, plain stitches are next to the heel pin. (The number of side stitches remain the same, 
still 19.)

Cup Heel
Working on the heel needle only, knit back and forth on the 20 heel stitches, leaving one stitch 
unworked on the end of each row. Next, leave the second stitches from the ends unworked, 
then leave the third stitches from the ends unworked, and continue like this a total of seven 
times, until there are 
6 center stitches left plain. As above you can short row these unworked heel stitches with your 
preferred method. 

Option: To reinforce heels add a second strand of yarn, and knit with the yarn held double for 
this step.

Cup Heel Color Notes for the Short 
Tennis-length Scrap Sock
Use two colors, alternating colors for 
each stitch in a checkerboard pattern. 
It looks nice and reinforces the heel 
too.

Now you have an option: knit around 
all the stitches on all four needles for 
one or more rounds. This option can 
make a nice contrasting diagonal 
stripe. Also, this option can allow you 
to pick up wraps with short rowed 
stitches, so there will be simpler 
stitches for the next step. (See photo 
of blue sock on page two.)

Joining Heel to Side Stitches with Strip Knitting
Knit across the heel stitches, working the last heel stitch together with the first side needle stitch 
using SKP (slip the heel stitch, knit the first side stitch, and pass the heel stitch over. 
Turn, slip the first stitch, purl across, purl the last stitch together with the first stitch of the other 
side needle, turn slip, etc. Continue this until 7 stitches on each side of the heel pin are 
combined with the 7 plain stitches on the side needles. This step makes the vertical join visible 
just above the checkerboard cup heel in the photo above.

On the next row, when there are 12 stitches left on the side needle, continue strip knitting side to 
side, but do not SKP, or p2tog. Instead, after last p2tog, purl 1 more stitch from the side needle, 



turn, slip, knit across to the last SSK stitch, and knit 1 more stitch from the side needle, turn, slip 
first, and continue like this until all the side stitches have been worked again. This kind of strip 
knitting will increase a stitch on each row, and makes the diagonal join visible in the photo 
above.

Lower heel for the Short Tennis-length Scrap Sock (Photo on previous page.) Continue side 
to side strip knitting for a total of 6 side stitches, instead of 12. To finish the sock knit in the 
single rib pattern (knit 1, purl 1) on all four needles in the round for 10 rounds matching the 
ribbing pattern of the stitches that have been resting on the top needle while knitting the heel. 
Sew a Tubular Bind Off.

Continue for Longer Socks
Work in the round again on 64 stitches. On the second round begin knit 1, purl 1 rib. Knit socks 
to desired length.

Increasing Method to Shape Legs of Long Socks
Rib 11 rounds.
Row 12: increase 1 stitch (with knit front and back) into the last stitch of the round (it is a knit 
stitch). (65)
Row13: Last two stitches will be purl, purl. 
Row 14: Make a yarnover between the two purl stitches. 
Row 15: Knit the yarnover twisted. This is now the center back stitch.
Row 16: Rib in pattern.
Row 17: Increase 1 stitch on either side of center back stitch with yarnovers.
Row 18: Purl the yarnovers twisted, twist one in one direction, remove and replace the other 
one to purl the twist in the other direction to make matched pairs.
Rows 19 to 24: Rib in pattern.
Row 25: Increase between the two purl stitches with 
yarn overs.
Row 26: Knit the yarn overs twisted.
Row 30: Increase with yarn overs.
Row 31 to 37: Purl the yarn overs.
Row 38: Increase between the two purl stitches with 
yarnovers.
Row 39: Knit the yarnovers twisted.
Measurements of Long Sock ribbing from ankle to top:
14 stitches are increased in 3.5 inches.
5" total ankle length.
78 stitches at top of sock.

Repeat Black and White Color Pattern
1 round black.
1 round white.
Two rounds black.
18 rounds white.
Sew a Tubular Bind Off.



Adjusting the Fit 
The toes of the green/brown socks (photo on first page) were reknit from the top down. 
Using yarn held doubled on the heel of the green/brown toe up socks made the heel larger and 
changed the fit -- as can various stitch patterns. The sock was too long. If this happens the 
fastest correction is to remove and reknit the toes. Snip a thread, unweave a round of knitting to 
remove the toes; put the live stitches back on the needles, then reknit a shorter toe. The 
following will make a toe 1.5 inches long over 20 rounds instead of 2 inches. It has fewer plain 
rounds than a Round Toe usually has. The original toe became the start of the blue sock on the 
second page.

Reknit short toes on 64 stitches:
K 3 rounds plain stockinette.
1st decrease round: K5, p2tog, k5... to end of round.
K 3 rounds plain.
K4, p2tog, k4... 
K 3 rounds plain.
K3, p2tog, k3
K 2 rounds plain.
K2, p2tog, k2...
K 1 round plain.
K1, p2tog, k1...
K 1 round plain.
K2tog, k2tog... to end of round.
Thread through each remaining stitch.
Knot and weave in yarn ends.

Happy Knitting!


